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The rating has nothing to do with the actual quality of music on
Moodymann’s DJ-Kicks. In fact, most of the music here is pretty great. It’s
just that to fit all this great music on the mix, Moodymann had to make
some sacrifices – namely cutting most of these songs in half before
they’ve had their time to shine. This might be justified if the songs were
actually mixed, which most of them aren’t; more often, Moodymann just
turns up the echo on a song and lets it fade out before playing something
different. The result is an often disorienting listening experience.

This is exacerbated by Moodymann’s refusal to stick to one sound. The
second half has most of the woozy house one might expect from the
Detroit DJ, but he’ll frequently interrupt the flow to go into a Jose
Gonzalez song or something. Elsewhere, hip hop and jazz rub elbows
with new wave and indie rock. He doesn’t so much keep us on our feet as trip us up, and DJ-Kicks can be very hard
to get into – especially compared to the excellent prior DJ-Kicks installment, curated by DJ Koze, who also cycled
through genres but arranged them in a way that made sense.

More likely, DJ-Kicks will serve as a great primer for those seeking to get into the more obscure corners of soul and
dance music. There are no real classic artists here; the most famous name here is Flying Lotus, and most of the
names a music criticism-reading audience will recognize are indie stars like Jai Paul and Little Dragon. But most of
these artists sound better on their own, and listeners will likely go back to their individual albums rather than the DJ-
Kicks collection. There’s a lot of tunneling to do from here.

My personal favorites from the 30-song collection include Yaw’s profane soul opener “Where Will You Be;” Flying
Lotus deep cut “Tea Leaf Dancers,” from his underrated Reset EP; Jai Paul’s “BTSTU,” still a classic; Talc’s
vocoder-funk “Robot’s Return,” which segues into a Beady Belle jazz ballad in the album’s best transition; and “Our
Darkness,” a spoken word piece delivered by poet Anne Clark in the most stereotypically arty, portentous voice
possible. In the weeks that follow, I’ll likely delve deeper into many of these artists’ discographies. But I probably
won’t be going back to DJ-Kicks except as a reference.

Moodymann is a great artist, and he’s produced some of the best dance albums to come out of Detroit since its
golden age of techno. Black Mahogani is a masterpiece, as is Silence In The Secret Garden, and his self-titled
album from 2014 is as sprawling and diverse as DJ-Kicks but far more effective in part due to the fact it actually
flows in a coherent arc. But Moodymann will be the first to tell you: “I am not the hottest DJ in the motherfucking
world.” DJ-Kicks proves as much.
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